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Occurrence of Sharp Hydrogen Effusion Peaks of
Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon Film and Its Connection
to Void Structures
Sahar Jafari,* Jonathan Steffens, Michael Wendt, Barbara Terheiden, Sylke Meyer,
and Dominik Lausch
concentration up to 40 at%.[1] These hydroThe amount of hydrogen released from plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
genated ﬁlms are subjected to temperature
annealing processes like rapid thermal
(PECVD) deposited hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) layers is determined
processing (RTP) or rapid thermal annealby gas effusion measurements. A sharp peak (SP) is observed in the effusion
ing (RTA). The impact of ﬁring temperaspectra of samples with substrate temperature TS ≥ 200  C. Light microscopic
ture on the hydrogen diffusion and
images indicate the formation of bubbles after deposition for all samples and ﬁlm
effusion is therefore of great interest. To
deterioration after effusion measurement in correlation with the presence of the
improve the fundamental understanding
hydrogen SPs. Change in substrate temperature varies with the microstructure of
of such mechanisms, knowledge of the
hydrogen concentration in combination
the ﬁlm, the hydrogen concentration, and the density. A low TS leads to a porous
with the hydrogen diffusivity is necessary.
structure with large number of interface bubbles, and therefore no hydrogenFrequently used characterization methods
induced SP appears during hydrogen effusion. Whereas high TS causes a compact
for the monitoring of hydrogen are glowa-Si:H ﬁlm in which the hydrogen effusion is limited by the longer diffusion,
discharge optical emission spectroscopy
while the number of interface bubbles decreases. The storage of near substrate
(GD-OES), Fourier-transform infrared spechydrogen in the bubbles in compact material leads to a local explosion by increase
troscopy (FTIR), secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), elastic recoil detection
in excessive pressure. The difference between the low temperature peak and the
analysis (ERDA), and nuclear reaction analposition of the SP in the effusion spectra indicates the time required to ﬁll the
ysis (NRA).[2–6] All these methods have
interface bubbles with hydrogen, which decreases with increasing ﬁlm density,
advantages and disadvantages i.e., the latter
suggesting that the volume of the interface bubble decreases.
three are usually difﬁcult to access or costly
and time consuming. A further method is an
effusion analysis as reported, e.g., by
Beyer.[7] Recently, we have reported about a simpliﬁed setup.[8]
1. Introduction
With this setup, the kinetics of the hydrogen effusion and diffusion
can be determined in combination with various heat ramp proﬁles
For the past few years, there has been a rapid rise in investigation
as they also occur during production processes. During analyzing
on the inﬂuence of hydrogen on the optical and electrical
the effusion spectra, the phenomena of single sharp peaks (SPs)
properties of semiconductor devices like silicon solar cells. At
have occurred. The relationship between hydrogen peaks during
low temperature, plasma-enhanced chemical vapor (PECVD)effusion measurement and interface bubbles was observed, but
deposited passivation layers are used as a-SiN:H as an industrial
no detailed study of these phenomena with regards to substrate
standard passivation material or an intrinsic a-Si:H with large
temperature during the ﬁlm deposition has been undertaken.[9–11]
application in the solar cells. They contain hydrogen
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Beyer and coworkers mentioned that a type of effusion spike
occurring at rather high temperatures which they attributed to
crystallization during annealing.[12,13]
Shanks and Ley observed the formation of bubbles at the interface of c-Si/a-Si from 350  C anneal temperature and indicated
that the diameter of the blister is proportional to the ﬁlm thickness, and the number of bubbles is proportional to the hydrogen
concentration.[9]
There are two views that describe hydrogen diffusion through
the ﬁlm in terms of microstructures and cavities. In the classic
view, the effusion of hydrogen is considered as a mechanism of
hydrogen transport from the breaking of the Si─H bond and the
shrinkage of the network, whereas in the second view, an
additional transport mechanism is represented by a movement
of the diffusing hydrogenated vacancies or open volumes. Beyer
claimed that an interruption of the Si─Si network with hydrogen
depending on H concentration, which induces the diffusion of
H or H2 through the ﬁlm at high temperatures.[7]
In contrast, Smets et al. suggested that void structure is changing depending on the density of the ﬁlm during deposition from
vacancies to the microscopic voids.[14,15] Further studies have
shown that annealing can cause changes in the void structure.
This means that the vacancies with various forms agglomerate
into nanoscale voids and diffuse out of the ﬁlm at high temperatures, followed by crystallization in the ﬁlm.[16,17]
At present, the thermal stability of hydrogenated layers and the
role of microstructure on hydrogen passivation of crystalline
Si for the application of solar cells are of great interest, so that
an investigation of the hydrogen effusion at elevated temperatures
of such compounds has been conducted. Within this article, the
microscopic cause of hydrogen SPs in the effusion spectra in relation to the substrate temperature TS with the example of a-Si:H
layers has been investigated in detail. By applying a continuous
constant heat ramp, a correlation between the appearance of
the sharp release of hydrogen in compact material and the ﬁlm
deterioration observed from light microscope images. Moreover,
the inﬂuence of the ﬁlm density and morphology on the hydrogen
effusion is discussed. In the end, a schematic physical model
which can explain the observation is introduced.

2. Experimental Section
Six a-Si:H layers were PECVD deposited on planar silicon monocrystal substrates immediately after the removal of the native
oxide in hydroﬂuoric acid. The used deposition tool was a parallel
plate direct plasma reactor with an electrode distance of 22 mm.
The gas ﬂux ratios Rx ¼ [X]/([X] þ [SiH4]) were RH2 ¼ 0.5 and
RAr ¼ 0.95 at a pressure of 1 Torr and a plasma power of 10 W
for 1500 s, leading to a columnar structure due to the large Ar fraction in the plasma.[18] The hydrogen concentration was varied
using different substrate temperatures TS during the deposition
ranging from 100 to 400  C and was measured by NRA.[6]
The hydrogen concentrations CH as well as the ﬁlm thicknesses
d are shown in Table 1. It can be seen when the substrate
temperature rises, the hydrogen concentration drops from about
20 to 10 at% and the thickness of the ﬁlm increases up to a factor
of two.
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Table 1. The ﬁlm thicknesses d of PECVD deposited a-Si:H at various
substrate temperatures TS, deposition rate r, and NRA measured
hydrogen concentration CH.[6]
TS [ C]

d [nm]

r [nm s1]

CH [at%]

100

438

0.29

19.22  0.08

A2

150

526

0.35

17.67  0.08

A3

200

608

0.41

15.61  0.07

A4

250

683

0.46

13.77  0.07

A5

300

724

0.48

12.27  0.06

A6

400

778

0.52

10.09  0.08

Sample
name
A1

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the gas effusion mass spectrometer.

3. Hydrogen Effusion Mass Spectroscopy
A schematic illustration of the used gas effusion mass spectrometer is shown in Figure 1. A quadrupole mass analyzer (QMA)
was applied to detect the effused gas from the samples with a
mass up to 100 amu. Once a sample is loaded in a quartz tube,
the system is constantly evacuated using a turbo molecular pump
in combination with a rotary pump. To avoid a disturbance of the
background signal due to the ambient humidity or desorbed
gases from the quartz glass, the apparatus is baked out once
the system pumped down to 107 mbar. Following the bake
out process, at the pressure of 109 mbar, an empty quartz
measurement is carried out and subtracted from the sample
measurement data as a background signal.
The a-Si:H-coated silicon wafers were cleaved into 5 mm 
5 mm pieces to be loaded in a quartz tube. For more accurate
results, only one sample per run was loaded and the hydrogen
effusion of the empty quartz was measured twice. A maximum
temperature of 1000  C was achieved by a constant heating rate
of 20  C min1. The inﬂuence of the annealing treatment Ta on
the surface before and after the hydrogen effusion measurements was monitored by optical microscopy. The setup in
Figure 1 is a simpliﬁed version of the apparatus illustrated in
Figure 17.1 in the study by Beyer and Einsele.[19]

4. Results
4.1. Effusion Measurements
The normalized partial pressure of hydrogen effusion as a
function of the annealing temperature Ta is shown in Figure 2
for the a-Si:H ﬁlms.
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The total effused hydrogen content is equal to the integrated
hydrogen partial pressure over the time interval, measured by
the quadrupole analyzer.[19] The peak positions observed in the
hydrogen effusion spectra and the mean values for the integrated
area under the effusion spectrum A(H,Eff ), which is proportional
to the hydrogen concentration CH, are shown in Table 2. The
values of A(H,Eff ) show a reduction of roughly 50% in the
hydrogen effusion rate from A1 to A6 (Table 2). These results
are proportional to the hydrogen concentrations measured by
NRA (Table 1) and will be discussed in other studies. As the
substrate temperature TS is a set temperature of the table heater,
it is assumed that the temperature at the substrate surface is lower
during deposition and thus it can explain the unexpected lower
annealing temperature (LT) peak at Ta of 371  C in sample A6.

Figure 2. Normalized hydrogen intensity as a function of the annealing
temperature Ta resulting from effusion measurement of a-Si:H layers
A1–A6. The heat rate was 20  C min1.

Table 2. Mean value of the integrated area under the hydrogen effusion
spectra, peak position of LT, HT, and SPs of all a-Si:H layers.
Sample
name

AH EFF
[a.u.]

LT [ C]

SP [ C]

HT [ C]

A1

2.21695

357

–

539

A2

2.29774

367

–

528

A3

2.09823

357

497

–

A4

1.81366

373

457

497

A5

1.43484

373

443

505

A6

1.05926

371

407

508

4.2. The Effusion Spectra in Regard to the Density and Porosity
of the a-Si Layer
4.2.1. Introduction of Groups 1 and 2
As shown in Figure 2, the hydrogen effusion spectra can be
classiﬁed into two groups. Group 1 includes samples A1 and A2,
in which the spectrum contains two main effusion peaks, one at
LT of about 360  C and one at higher temperature (HT) of about
530  C. However, in group 2, including A3–A6, the HT peaks
become the main component of the spectra with a rather small
LT peak. The signiﬁcant change in the spectra in group 2 was the
appearance of a SP on the rising edge of the HT peak. To ensure
that these SPs were not caused by an artifact introduced by the
measurement equipment, the experiments were repeated three
times for each sample.
The correlation between the SP in group 2 and the substrate
temperature TS and the anneal temperature Ta in which the peaks
occurred during effusion measurement are shown in Figure 3.
The dash lines are a guide for the eyes. As shown in Figure 3a,

Figure 3. The spike of hydrogen effusion as a function of substrate temperature and annealing temperature.
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the SP height decreases with increase in substrate temperature TS.
In contrast, in Figure 3b, the SP signal increases while the peak
position shifts to higher annealing temperatures Ta.
4.2.2. Layer Density and Morphology
As shown in Table 1, with deposition at higher substrate temperatures TS, the hydrogen concentration decreases. In hydrogenated material, the total hydrogen content deﬁnes whether the
material contains a compact or a void-rich structure. Therefore,
there is a link between the variation of effusion curves between
the two groups and the change in density and microstructure
of the layers.[19,20] A detailed study of the microstructure of
layers deposited at equal deposition conditions was published
by Steffens et al.[21] Therein, FTIR measurements were utilized
to determine the hydrogen bond conﬁgurations and in turn the
microstructure factor R.[22] This quantity has a value between
0 and 1, where lower values correspond to a more ordered and
denser microstructure and larger values to a less ordered and
loose structure. A basically decreasing trend was observed with
increasing substrate temperature during deposition from R ¼ 0.5
in A1 at TS ¼ 100  C to R ¼ 0.3 in A6 at TS ¼ 400  C. Thus, the
amorphous network can be assumed to be denser for higher TS.
Without considering the substrate effect which impact the
bonding structure at the interface, the hydrogen effusion peaks
have been attributed to a surface desorption process within voids
followed by rapid out-diffusion of H2 molecules in the LT process
and in the HT range to diffusion of atomic hydrogen by hopping
from one bonding site to another.[7,9,23] Moreover, a model proposed by Smets et al. indicates that the ﬁlm with high hydrogen
concentration and low density contains microscopic voids, while
by increasing the ﬁlm density and lowering the H concentration,
vacancies are more likely to dominate.[14] In addition, the interface
bubbles as described by Shanks’ model must be considered.[9]
However, the Shanks’ samples were prepared by sputter technology and at room temperature.
In “group 1,” the low temperature depositions TS < 200  C
caused a large discontinuity of the Si─Si network due to the high
concentration of hydrogen and voids with diameter of few nm.[21]
Such a low-density structure results in spaces wide enough for
H2 molecules to diffuse at low annealing temperatures Ta. It is
also known that an effusion peak at Ta of around 350  C can be
associated with the hydrogen released from polysilane chain-like
sites (SiH2)n.[23,24] During the hydrogen release, the voids collapse and a relatively compact material is formed, so that the diffusion of molecular hydrogen becomes nearly impossible at
high Ta. Therefore the second peak at high annealing temperature is almost due to the release of atomic hydrogen.[12] With
regard to the recent view, in a ﬁlm structure with higher R values
and hydrogen concentrations of above 14 at%, the presence of
microscopic voids is more likely.[14,16]
In contrast, in “group 2,” by increasing the substrate temperature TS > 200  C, the growth rate of a-Si ﬁlm increases, whereas
the hydrogen concentration decreases (Table 1). By less diffraction of Si─Si bonds by hydrogen atoms, the microstructure
becomes denser and so the number of voids in the microstructure and the size of interface bubbles decreases.[21] Furthermore,
based on the R values resulting from the FTIR analysis, vacancies
Phys. Status Solidi B 2020, 257, 2000097
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in denser layers are dominant than voids. Reduction and
disappearance of the LT peak and change of spectrum in a single
peak at HT shows the decrease in the number of polysilane
chains and hydrogen bonds near the surface. Nevertheless, it
suggests that the release of hydrogen mainly occurs in atomic
form and from the bonds (Si─H or Si─H2) almost in the bulk.
4.3. Light Microscope Imaging (Surface Morphology)
To monitor the impact of annealing temperature Ta on surface
morphology of a-Si ﬁlms, surface images were acquired with a
light microscope at 50 magniﬁcation. The images were obtained
from the sample as-deposited and after the effusion measurement,
see Figure 4, left and right columns, respectively.
The two groups were separated by the red frames. The microscope images also show that these two groups have different
surface morphologies after thermal annealing. The size of interface bubbles as-deposited seems to be in micrometer as shown by
others.[9] It is important to know how the samples react to the
high annealing temperature Ta with regard to their different
deposition conditions and the corresponding microstructure.
In group 1, the surface remained almost unchanged under
the exposure of high annealing temperatures Ta during the
effusion measurement. However, in group 2, ﬁlm deterioration
was observed after the effusion measurements. It can be seen
that the deteriorated ﬁlm area is increasing from A3 to A6,
i.e., with increasing substrate temperature TS during the ﬁlm
deposition and rise of ﬁlm density.
With regard to Li et al., blistering and layer delamination
were related to the FTIR determined microstructure factor R
mentioned earlier.[25] According to these authors, blistering
predominantly occurs for low R values, hence dense amorphous
networks are formed. This statement ﬁts well to the increased
deteriorated ﬁlm area with increasing substrate temperature
during deposition as the microstructure decreases for similar
layers simultaneously.[21]
Figure 5 shows a cross-sectional image of the sample A1 asdeposited with more details acquired by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), indicating the location of some bubbles at
the interface of the a-Si:H/c-Si. The thickness of a-Si was
measured in this image of about 477 nm, which is similar to
the value in Table 1 measured by Steffens et al.[6] The dark area
indicates the existence of bubbles at the interface. The measured
diameter of the bubbles was different and ranged up to 450 nm
in this sample. No large bubble in micrometer scale has been
found at the interface as shown by the microscopic images in
Figure 4 left column.

5. Discussion
The samples A2 and A4, respectively, were picked as representatives from groups 1 and 2 for a detailed study of their different
thermal behaviors.
5.1. Hydrogen Effusion in Group 1
Figure 6a shows the peak deconvolution with Gaussian curve
ﬁtting for the spectrum of sample A2. Gaussian ﬁtting of the
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Figure 5. A cross-sectional view of the sample A1 as-deposited obtained
by SEM.

Figure 4. Light microscope images of sample’s surfaces acquired before
(left column) and after (right column) effusion measurements.

curves was used to simplify the interpretation of differences in
the effusion spectra. A list of the peak positions and the
percentage fraction of integrated area among the peaks is
shown in Table 3. As the temperature is measure of kinetic
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energy, the peaks revealed under the spectrum indicate the
release of hydrogen from various hydrogen bond sites due to
the different bond rupture energies.[24] However, in a system
with a diffusion-limited effusion, it is almost impossible to evaluate the origin of the peaks in detail. This means, for example,
that the Si─H binding energy does not directly determine the
effusion temperature, but rather the energy of the entire diffusion process including bond ruptures and bond reconstructions.
Another effect is the densiﬁcation due to annealing during effusion measurement which occurs in all samples which shift the
HT effusion peak to higher annealing temperatures Ta as the
hydrogen diffusion process changes from molecular to atomic
form.[12] The role of densiﬁcation can be larger in a low density
ﬁlm such as A2. Moreover, the model proposed by Macco et al.
suggests a time-dependent immigration of nanoscale vacancies
due to annealing at LTs (300  C) associated with the hydrogen
diffusion through the ﬁlm.[26] However, this work was performed
under different deposition conditions.
The effusion spectrum of A2 (Group 1) shows a smooth
release of hydrogen with two main peaks. As discussed earlier,
a large number of voids are expected in this group. In addition,
a high concentration of hydrogen in this ﬁlm increases the
possibility of H2 release from polysilane structure at low annealing temperatures Ta.[23] Therefore, the initial release of hydrogen
in A2 is at Ta of 294  C and follows by a large LT peak at 367  C
which contains the 50% of total amount of hydrogen in the ﬁlm
(Table 3).
The formation of bubbles at the interface is known to be substrate dependent. For example, it is reported that substrates such
as c-Si and sapphire usually lead to bubble formation, while
quartz glass does not cause such bubbles.[9,23] Shanks and Ley
proposed a proportional relation between number the interface
bubbles and the hydrogen concentration in the a-Si:H.[9]
It means that A2 with high concentration of H (18%) must
contain large number of bubbles which facilitate diffusion
procedure. Moreover, low substrate temperature TS results in
a larger size of bubbles at the interface of a-Si/c-Si.[21] Of most
importance is that the presence of numerous bubbles and voids
are likely the diffusion paths in A2 and can be a reason why no
ﬁlm deterioration occurs.
Other than that, the impact of ﬁlm thickness on the size of
interface bubbles must be considered. As Shanks and Ley reported,
the rise of ﬁlm thickness increases the bubble diameter.[9]
However, we cannot conﬁrm the increase in bubble’s diameter
from A1 to A6 in Figure 4 but the assumption is that by increase
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Figure 6. Gaussian ﬁt of the hydrogen evolution spectra of a) sample A2 from group 1 and b) sample A4 from group 2.

Table 3. Peak position and normalized integrated effusion intensity for the Gaussian components of effusion spectra of samples A2 and A4.
Peak I
[ C]

Norm.
area [%]

A2

294

A4

–

Sample
name

Peak II
[ C]

Norm.
area [%]

Peak III
[ C]

Norm.
area [%]

2.6

367

–

375

Peak IV
[ C]

Norm.
area [%]

Peak V
[ C]

Norm.
area [%]

29.8

459

20.8

529

46.8

–

–

13

456

3.8

500

76.9

579

6.3

in substrate temperature TS improves the sticking of a-Si:H
to c-Si surface and so the diameter of the interface bubbles
decreases, whereas the thickness increases.[20,27]
5.2. The Cause of the SPs in Group 2
Figure 6b likewise presents the ﬁtting curve of sample A4 from
Group 2. The effusion curve shows the LT peak at 375  C which
drops to less than 20% of total amount of hydrogen in ﬁlm. As a
major change in this sample, a SP is observed at 456  C, followed
by a large HT peak. It shows that 80% of the total hydrogen in A4
is released during and after the occurrence of a SP at high annealing temperatures Ta of more than 400  C. After desorption of
near-surface molecular hydrogen during LT, the atomic release
of hydrogen at HT is limited by diffusion through a thicker layer.
Considering of A4 as a denser and thicker a-Si:H ﬁlm due to the
higher substrate temperature TS and dominance of vacancies
instead of voids implies that the structure inhibits the release
of hydrogen.[14,15] The hydrogen atoms must hop from one bond
to another and diffuse either through the layer to the interface of
a-Si/c-Si or the surface of a-Si and effuse out the sample. The
atomic hydrogens, which collect on the surface of the interface
bubbles as a dominant cavity in a compact structure, are
desorbed into the bubble in the form of molecular H2, see
Figure 7a. The excessive pressure of stored hydrogens leads to
a local explosion and ﬁlm delamination. The increase in pressure
to the critical point Pcr and the deterioration of the ﬁlm due to the
abrupt hydrogen release are shown in Figure 7b,c, respectively.
These ﬁgures illustrate schematically the layer structure where
sizes and appearance are neglected. It must be considered that
the effusion measurement was carried out in vacuum and so that
Pcr is relatively low. Once the bubbles have exploded, the rest of
Phys. Status Solidi B 2020, 257, 2000097
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Figure 7. The visual model of sharp release of hydrogen due to the excessive pressure inside small bubble in a ﬁlm deposited at high substrate
temperature TS > 200  C which causes the ﬁlm damage.

the hydrogen diffuses as usual in form of a smooth HT release
which begins immediately after the SP.
The other possibility is that the size of deteriorated ﬁlm due
to the explosion depends on the size of the interface bubbles and
the hydrogen concentration.
If the volume of bubbles decreases due to the high density,
whereas ﬁlm contains low H concentration, the number of
hydrogens stored in the bubble would be less and therefore
the hydrogen release during explosion (delamination) decreases,
hence the corresponding area under the SP reduces.[21] It can
explain why the SP becomes smaller from A3 to A6 as the hydrogen concentration decreases and ﬁlms get denser. The shift in
the position of the SP can be attributed to the diameter of interface voids. We believe that the temperature difference between
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the LT peak position and the SP shows the time required to ﬁll
the voids before the explosion occurs, which decreases from
A3 to A6. It proposes that the volume of bubble reduced from
A3 to A6 which disagrees with the proportional relation between
the bubble diameter and the ﬁlm thickness claimed by Shanks
and Ley.[9] A reason for the different result might be the various
layer preparations, where Shanks and Ley’s samples were sputtered at room temperature, and the presented samples were
deposited by PECVD at elevated temperatures of 100–400  C.[9]
Based on the schematic models and the curve simulations,
it can be concluded that the hydrogen effusion is divided into
four steps: 1) Thermal-driven breakage of hydrogen bonds from
the original binding with chemical potential of μH. 2) Diffusion
of hydrogen with diffusion energy of ED. 3) Chemical reaction
between the atomic hydrogen and formation of H2. 4) (a) In a
low-density ﬁlm, H2 molecules diffuse through the porosity to
the surface and effusing out without causing a surface damage
in the form of smooth LT and HT peaks. (b) In a compact
ﬁlm after desorption of near surface hydrogen as LT peak, the
potential energy of stored hydrogen molecules NH in bubbles
located at interface with volume of Vbubble converts to a kinetic
energy of the effused hydrogen at SP temperature TSP (explosion)
and heat Q.
Time to ﬁll the bubble is indicated by the difference between
LT and SP peak position, which is associated with the size of the
bubble.

6. Conclusion
a-Si:H ﬁlms were deposited on c-Si surfaces at different substrate
temperatures TS by PECVD technology, and the role of microstructure and hydrogen concentration on the hydrogen effusion
spectra during annealing was investigated. Two groups were
identiﬁed after the effusion measurements. The low-density
porous structure of group 1 (TS < 200  C) resulted in a smooth
effusion curve with two main peaks. While in group 2
(TS ≥ 200  C) by the increase in ﬁlm density, hydrogen effusion
at LT decreases and a SP has been observed during the effusion
measurement. Along with the SP, ﬁlm deterioration was revealed
after effusion measurement. An explanation for the appearance
of sharp effusion peaks in compact material (group 2) is that the
diffusion of free hydrogen near substrate to the interface bubbles
is favorable which form the H2 molecules introducing a high
pressure in these bubbles. The excessive pressure in a small
volume of the voids leads to local explosion (ﬁlm delamination)
and abrupt release of hydrogen. Moreover, the distance between
the LT and SP peak position decreases by the increase in
substrate temperature TS. It is evident that the increase in the
ﬁlm density decreases the size of interface bubbles. The area
under the SP decreases as the hydrogen concentration reduces
in the ﬁlm and the bonding structure to the substrate improves.
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